City of Beebe Street Department

Beebe Residents,

Pickup guidelines for limb, leaf, and grass clippings:

- Limbs must be trimmed to no more than 10 feet long
- Limbs must be stacked and laying in the same direction
- Limb piles should not exceed three (3) feet in height
- Limbs, leaves, and grass clippings must be in separate piles
- All limbs, leaves, and grass clippings need to be placed as close to the curb as possible and not impeding traffic
- All shrubs, or plants, pulled up by the root should have the dirt and root ball removed
- Any resident removing a whole tree, either by a service or themselves, will need to make arrangements to have all limbs and trunks hauled away at their own expense. The service the City provides is strictly for normal pruning and clippings.

We are doing our best to keep up the pace. By following these simple guidelines, you will be a tremendous help to us completing our daily routes.

Thank you,

Beebe Street Department